Ethics Column

The ethics of national routine outcomes monitoring policies: A case for taking action

Andy Fugard

Service users hope that psychological therapies will help them to feel better. Though challenging and controversial, there are signs that routine outcomes monitoring can be used to evaluate and improve therapy effectiveness. In this article, I briefly introduce three national policies in England which I think are ethically problematic and could be damaging to outcomes monitoring. I conclude with ideas for what might be done in response. The guiding principle is simple: outcomes monitoring should be focused on helping achieve its central aim, to learn about and improve care.

SERVICE USERS hope that psychological therapies will help them to feel better. Professionals and organisations such as the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) have an ethical responsibility to evaluate therapies to ensure they are beneficial and not harmful. Randomised controlled trials are a crucial way to test the efficacy of interventions; however, they do not reveal how effective therapies are in routine practice. This has led to the development of practice-based evidence, typically using outcomes questionnaires asking clinicians and service users to rate symptoms and other information before, during and after therapy. Routine outcomes monitoring has been used by NHS services for many years; for example, through the Child Outcomes Research Consortium (Fleming, et al., 2014) and Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT; Clark, 2011; Wolpert et al., 2012).

Routine outcomes monitoring is challenging; a recent review enumerated 26 different sources of bias which could make a therapy appear in routine practice to be effective when it was not (Lilienfeld et al., 2014). It is also controversial. Mayo (2010), for example, argues that it uses ‘oversimplified questions requiring tick-box answers’, with the main aim of helping to implement policies for reducing human contact between therapists and service users and subsequently to reduce costs. One of the biggest impacts on clinical practice is that it is time consuming (Boswell et al., 2015). Some have argued that this time is not well-spent since it creates a bureaucratic ‘administratively created reality’ (McLeod, 2001). And yet, there is emerging evidence that outcomes monitoring could be better than senseless bureaucracy.

Providing feedback to practitioners from questionnaires completed by service users seems to improve outcomes (Knaup et al., 2009), especially for people who are showing slower progress than expected compared to norms of change over time (Lambert & Shimokawa, 2011). Examining the content of questionnaires commonly used, it intuitively makes sense why feedback would help. For example, the GAD-7 (Spitzer et al., 2006), used across IAPT services, asks how often people have been bothered by ‘worrying too much about different things’ and ‘feeling afraid as if something awful might happen’. A broad range of questionnaires are available for use, ideally chosen in partnership between therapist and service user depending on the goals of therapy. IAPT services also ask about the care received; for example, whether service users felt listened to by staff. Responses to these items can help clinicians understand to what extent services are helping people who engage in therapy.

It is early days for outcomes monitoring, and the generalisability of evidence to date concerning the benefits of feedback has been questioned (Davidson, Perry & Bell, 2014), but there are some promising signs that outcomes monitoring could improve the effectiveness of
therapy. Given the variety of ways outcomes evaluations are used, from branding interventions as ‘evidence-based’ to substantive uses of evidence to try to learn about and improve care, it is important that the ethical implications of outcomes policies are thoroughly debated. In this article, I wish to raise awareness of three national policies in England which I think are ethically problematic. I conclude with some ideas for what might be done in response.

Policy 1: Recommending an unreliable measure
In England, it is now recommended to use a Mental Health Clustering Tool (MHCT) to evaluate outcomes (Department of Health, 2013, p.12). This questionnaire, slightly extending the Health of the Nation Outcome Scales (Wing et al., 1998), is completed by clinicians and covers areas such as hallucinations, depression and relationship difficulties. The MHCT suffers from a very basic problem: the suggested scoring has poor internal consistency. Indeed, this problem was discovered by the people who proposed the approach (Speak & Hay, 2012, p.30): ‘As a general guideline, alpha values of 0.70 or above are indicative of a reasonable level of consistency’. Their results are: 0.44, 0.58, 0.63, 0.57 – conspicuously smaller than 0.70. The authors also refer to previous studies explaining that this would always be the case, due to ‘its original intended purpose of being a scale with independent items’ (p.30). Closer inspection of the individual items reveals why the alphas are so low. For example, the lowest consistency (0.44) is for a two-item ‘Severe Disturbance’ scale which combines ‘overactive aggressive behaviour’ and ‘hallucinations and delusions’ – very different behaviours and experiences, and arguably unethical to put them together in one score. It is striking here that national recommendations appear to ignore the evidence. Once the governmental machinery starts rolling, there is no turning back.

Policy 2: A path to payment by outcomes
Given evidence that collecting regular feedback might improve the quality of care people receive, it seems a good idea that the IAPT programme includes regular progress monitoring using questionnaires which are completed by service users. In contrast to the MHCT, the questionnaires used have adequate reliability. There is, however, another potential difficulty over and above that of the quality of questionnaires used, and that is how external influences such as Payment by Results (PbR) initiatives can change for the worse how data are gathered and used. And PbR initiatives are beginning to be used in practice. The main PbR system under development in mental health is based on predicted need (Jacobs, 2014; Yeomans, 2014). The basic idea is that service users are ‘clustered’ into one of twenty groups of equivalent cost. This, the story goes, should facilitate better planning and more transparent commissioning than is possible with ‘block’ contracts with providers. It also, however, facilitates marketisation and privatisation. IAPT desires something more. The IAPT PbR webpage (www.iapt.nhs.uk/pbr/payments-by-results) notes that: ‘An outcome based payment and pricing system is being developed for IAPT services. This is unique as other systems of PbR are activity or needs based.’ Initial pilot results were ‘encouraging’, says the web page, and another pilot is currently running.

The idea with this proposal is that the more improvement shown by service users, as partly determined by outcomes scores, the more money service providers would receive. This is a worry as linking measures to targets has a tendency to cause the measures to stop measuring what it is hoped that they measure. For instance, targets on ambulance response times have led to statistically unlikely peaks at exactly the target (Bevan & Hood, 2006), suggesting that times have been changed. The effect has been around for such a long time that it has a name, Goodhart’s law, describing the effect that ‘When a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure’ (Strathern, 1997, p.308). This would seem to risk destroying the main purpose of outcomes monitoring (i.e. evaluating outcomes).

Faced with funding cuts, how many staff at already overstretched services will be forced to ‘game’ performance-based payment systems to ensure their service survives? It’s not hard to do so; for example, people who drop out of ther-
apy tend to do so because they didn’t think it was helping. It can be easy to justify not troubling people who leave therapy to complete questionnaires. People who stay in therapy and complete questionnaires tend to be the ones who show better outcomes; hence inflating the apparent effectiveness of a service (Clark, 2011, p.321). Another potential problem is so-called ‘power-steering’, whereby, given weekly progress monitoring, therapist and service user may work to decrease a symptom score rather than actual mental health difficulties (Evans, 2012). This might increase if clinicians are under pressure from management to obtain improved scores. It is difficult to see how any data gathered that has been subject to these difficulties could tell clinicians or service providers anything helpful about their services or the well-being of those who use them.

Policy 3: Use of public league tables
There is another problem with how measures are used by adult IAPT. The Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) has for the past few years presented recovery rates – ‘key performance indicators’ – for all services in England in the form of league tables. This has been done without any information on uncertainty, which is highly problematic. There can be vast variability in recovery rates entirely by chance, even if all services are of equivalent effectiveness (Fugard et al., 2014). Funnel plots, well-known from meta-analysis, are a better way to present the information and are already used in other areas of healthcare (Spiegelhalter et al., 2012). These take into consideration expected variation in outcomes and focus attention on services with outcomes scores reliably higher or lower than the national average. However, worst of all is HSCIC’s presentation of named service data without any context or interpretation. We argue (Fugard et al., 2014) that data always needs to be interpreted in the local service context and suggest that clinicians, and ideally service users, are involved to make sense of differences from national norms.

What can be done?
I think that practice-based evidence using statistically reliable, high quality questionnaires could be helpful in clinical practice, if thoughtfully used in collaboration with service users. A common analogy is that questionnaires are the thermometer or blood pressure measurements of mental health care: providing a general overview of health, and helpful when combined with other information jointly explored in a therapeutic relationship. You are not reduced to a blood pressure reading when you go to the GP and it is obvious that more interaction is needed to understand whether and why something is awry, and to formulate appropriate care. Using unreliable measures – especially when the developers know they are unreliable – is unethical for a national mental health programme. Linking questionnaire scores to payment raises even more complex ethical issues: poorer decisions about interventions could result because those decisions would be made on the basis of low quality, unreliable data. League tables have been known to be problematic for years. So what can be done? Below I offer some tentative ideas for action.

As a first step it seems important to raise awareness of the issues; for instance, at meetings in services. Clinicians and researchers are aware of the challenges of outcomes measurement and solutions. Senior managers and commissioners can be less well-informed. Issues for discussion include: the importance of considering the positive predictive value of questionnaires (derived from sensitivity, specificity and prevalence data) and using reliable change criteria; being aware of Goodhart’s law; giving presentations on recent papers showing the use of practice-based evidence and current directions for research (e.g. Gyani et al., 2013; Lundh et al., 2013; Nilsen et al., 2015).

The loudest political voices at the moment come from the extremes: those who wish to determine funding using outcomes indicators and those who reject outcomes monitoring entirely. A reflective evidence-informed alternative voice is needed. Possible pathways to ensure this voice is heard include:

1. Writing to your MP (e.g. via www.writetothem.com). This, though relatively easy, seems to have a low probability of changing anything.
   However, it can’t hurt to increase
awareness of the problems and low probability is better than zero. Coordinated action, as supported by organisations like 38 Degrees (or perhaps the BPS?), increases the likelihood of success.

2. Keeping an eye out for, making others aware of, and responding to consultation documents. This has been successful in the past; for instance, encouraging the introduction of clinically useful outcomes measures in children and young people’s IAPT.

3. Joining government advisory groups. NHS England and Monitor advertise positions on their websites and through e-mail – contact them to be added to the relevant lists. These are unpaid, time consuming, and frustrating; however, again, they provide an opportunity to ensure issues are at least discussed – a helpful first step.

4. Writing briefing documents which can be used to defend against unethical decisions. This has been successful in the past for helping a service prevent the introduction of Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) targets on outcome scores.

5. Coordinated protests; for instance, only using questionnaires which are useful for evaluation and clinical decisions, refusing to use measures with poor psychometric properties and explaining why. (I am unaware of any attempts to do this.)

These are only some ideas to get started or to react against – I am sure others have additional ideas. Whatever your view on the utility of outcome measurement, I hope I have made a case for political engagement. Service users are most affected by policy, often bearing the burden of questionnaire completion and benefitting or suffering from how analyses are used. We all – clinicians, researchers, and others involved in outcomes evaluations – must take responsibility for ensuring policies are ethical, so that outcomes monitoring can be focussed on helping achieve its central aim: to learn about and improve care.
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